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OUMMARY 

Experiments have been carried out on the effects of pressure, 

velocity, mixture strength, turbulence intensity and turbulence 

scale on minimum ignition energy and quenching distance. 	Tests 

were conducted at room temperature in a specially designed closed-

circuit tunnel in which a fan was used to drive propane/air 

mixtures at subatmospheric pressures through a 9 cm square working 

section at velocities up to 50 m/s. 	Perforated plates located at 

the upstream end of the working section provided near-isotropic 

turbulence in the ignition zone ranging from 1  to 22 percent in 

intensity, with values of turbulence scale up to 0.8 cm. 

Ignition was effected using capacitance sparks whose energy and 

duration could be varied independently. 

The results of these tests indicated an optimum spark duration 

for minimum ignition energy of 60 uses. 	Rectangular, arc-type 

sparks of this duration gave lower than previously reported values 

of ignition energy for both stagnant and flowing mixtures. 	It 

was found that both quenching distance and minimum ignition energy 

increase with (a) increase in velocity, (b) reduction in pressure, 

(c) departures from stoichiouietric fuel/air ratio, and (d) increase 

in turbulence intensity. 	Increase in turbulence scale either 

raised or lowered ignition energy, depending on the level of 

turbulence intensity. 	Equations based on an idealized model of 

the ignition process satisfactorily predicted all the experimental 

data on minimum ignition energy. 

• 

1W2RWA;C:ION 

Although the process of ignition Lls been subjected to many 



expeimentai invest gationn, tne amount of publinhee (:.4ta 0-

GIKLre, ignition in turbulent, flowin,:, Lases is relatively 

In faeL, the only ;:.n.jor contribution in thin area in 	at, of 

Jwettl  who studied the effects on ignition eni:rgy of variations 

in pressure, velocity, fuel/aic ratio and turulence. 

Experience on many types of combustion sybtem have Generally 

confirmed the trends observed by '6wett. 	Nevertheless, his 

experimental values are considered suspect for the following 

reasons: 

1 	In lome experiments the spark bap  width was below the 

quenching distance, thereby incurring excessive heat loss 

to the electrodes-2  

o independent control was exercised over certain important 

.Park characteristics. 	For example, spark duraLien varied 

with flow velocity and often exceeded the optimum value-3  

A glow discharL;e was employed instead of the more efficient 

arc discharge.1  

4 	The treatment of turbulence was very limited; for exa.:Ipie, 

no consideration was given to the effects of turbulence 

scale. 

in view of theses deficiencies, and bearing in mind tae 

i:apori,ance of accurate experimental data to dine design of ignition 

e,lai)2:Lent and the uovelopment of ignition theory, yt Was decided 

to undertake a detalied and systematic investigation of tl'ic main 

iafl4encinL; minimum ignition ener/;y and quenchin.g 

uif;Li.kncic 	 ravaely, pn..:bsure, velocity, fue-iai.: 

turbulence intensity and turSu.,enee scale. 



were carried out at roum tempratue ih 	 liy 

(4c;i1ned cLued.-circuit tunnel is wnic a fan is used tO drive air 

thruugn a i  cm square wurkin '.ection at velocities up to X:• 

As tnis system is totally enclosed it is ideally suited to the 

study of ignition in flowing gaseous mixtures at subatmosrmeric 

pressures. 	Located at tue upstream end of the working section 

are various perforated plates which can generate near-isotropic 

tsr'aleace in the ignition gone ranging from 1.0 to '22 percent in 

intensity, with values of turbulence scale up to 0.6 cm. 	The 

wonting section, as illustrated in Fig.1, is fitted on two opposing 

walls with schlieren-free glass windows to allow the initiation 

and development of the spark kernel to be visually observed and 

pnotograpned. 

inc  turbulence properties of the flow were examined in detk•ii 

at a pressure of 0.17 atmosoheres. 	At such low pressures 

1-nuth,en number effects on the heat transfer from conventional not 

wires of 2 - 5 pm diameter become significant. 	2o overcome tnis 

problem a iu ;1m diameter not wire was chosen, based on the 

criterion of hoitz..'' 	Tnis lia!; an upper frequency response of 

o0 	waicb was considered adequate. 	:Axther details of the 

lengy caii.)ration proceaures eLiployea arc contained in Re .5. 

an.. signals-from the not wire were processed using a iJisa 

nhemometel. c. Uisa 5;..D10 	 " i:nu a .0 is A. 

freqency anb.iyzer. 	Turbaiehce asten,ity w;s read direct l: off 

voltmeter. 	Wnsuremeats wero Li4UU uf Ootn large scale, L, 

mieruncaJ.e, A 	The nolmu_oro:: 	n, 	L 

co 	since it 	U6c.: 	 tae: 	%;.t. 

of Lurtulence nnu zij.30 faeilitat.en ol,-minaL:on of the role of 



Ly 

turbuLeht vorticiv ill CoMb4t;tion. 	Aireover, % o 

L, A and n proviueu a fairly ewuplete decrition of to e' 

encrt:Y Lii,eCtruM.14  

Letails of tbc perforated plates employed Lo ;:;cherate 

turbulence arc conLained in Lne Appenuix. 	YrOT, mea:;tireerl",,6 

curried out with an X probe, It was found that, Lae turbulence was 

nearly isotropic (A' = O.) vl for u' /U < 5 percent, u' 	o.15 t-c 

3.0 v' for high values of u'/U). 	At ail conditions tne Reynolds 

number of turbulence, Rex, was sufficiently hi611 for the tur-bulent 

flow in the ignition zone to be in the 'initial period' of its 

decay. 

Althout;n many different electrode -;eometries and materials 

were investiated, plain electrodes were selected because of their 

relatively lurc,e area of contact witn the 6as %/hien allowed 

accurate definition of quenchin6 distance. 	heat resistant 

stainless steel was considered to be the most suitable e— : eCZ;f0e 

material due to its low thermal conductivity anu high wear 

resibtdnce. 	The cnoice of electrode diameter DO5CU proble 

Z; Lee it was recoL;nized that too large 	.;iiio woulu alter the 

intensity anu scale of the turbulence in Lae flame propadation 

zone, wnile too small a size would orohi- uit accurate definition 

of 	 uistance. 	An electrode diameter of I m;.1 

eve,ual'y decided upon ;13 	 smaller than tte lowest 

meabured val.de of A. 	Accurate control of the gap wiuth was 

ished using a micrometer head attached to one electrode. 

,)park. L!.er6ie.; were ;Icasured by mountinG hiL;11 volta,;e 

wit, eenal,en:1:1.1.inL; ue's,eo:ck..J 

eLcCt.kt.N; arpl 	 thLir OLaLj.il 1. -oLo a 

Traces of Cu Ten; r.,1 	 recorde- on 4 



,olaroiu film ahu Lne 	encrc,y ,2jLaii.e.: 	 of 

current and voltaL;c readinLs. 	Li all experiments a :linimum 

current density of 5U al.ps/cm2  was maint:Lined in the electrodes 

in order to preveht the pC.;:;2i:Jie OCcurrenCe of a glow-type .  

dischargc.7  The electrodes were connected to an iL;nition unit 

desiL;lied to supply 'rectangular' shaped sparks whose energy and 

duration could bey varied independently. 	This type of spark was 

cnosen on the basis of a recent separate study carried out by 

the authors to determine optimum spark characteristics for 

=inimum 	 energy.3  

nefore each Lest the tunnel was evacuated and then supplied 

wiLa air and propane to the desired pressure and fuel/air ratio. 

The fan was then sLarted and its speed adiusted to give the 

required velocity through the working section. 	The iL;nitiOn 

Unit. was then uwitcaeu on anu the spark energy gradually increaned 

until the onset of i6nition. 	The criterion for a successful 

ignition was the visual appearance of flame. After each run the 

syste:A was purged in preparation for the next test. 

This procedure was carried ouL at each operatinc; condition 

for several uifferen; values of gap width. 	plottins a graph 

ur 	lion enerLy a,ainst gap wiutn, 	was obt;:.ined as .:ne 

lowest point on t,:e k raph, wnile quenching disLance was definea 

;.tie gap width corresponding to;!;11,n. 	The experimentai data 

we ;.e „ebted for repeatability by nakia, 25 separate measure::lents 

a number of different operatinc: conditions. 	an,1 

one condition the E.aximum scatter outaihe:., wan less than 7 pereenz.. 

was considered satinfactory. 	:;WC: of 7,:.0 results obtai"e,. 

ohd and 	. for a near-stoieniom,:Lri prop:,ne/h.ir mixture 



a pressure uf 0.17 Ll.tmos 	listed 	•in TaLle l along with 

corresponding measured values of u', L, n and n. 	These data were 

all obtained using a spark duration of 60 Lis, since a preliminary 

series of tests had shown this to be the optimum duration for 

minimum ignition energy. 	Some of tne results of these tests 

are presented in Fig.._'. 	In all subsequent experiments a constant 

spark duration of Go us was employed. 

RESULTS 

Mixture strength 

Figures 3 and 4 respectively show-  t ne influence of mixture 

strength on E
min 

and d . 	It is of interest to observe that 

these and other curves exhibit minimum values at an equivalence 

ratio of around 1.04, which corresponds to maximum flume temperature 

for propane/air mixtures at this pressure. 	This tends to suggest 

that thermal processes are controlling, wnich is at variance with 

the selective diffusion mechanism proposed by Swett' and Lewis 

anu von Elbe2  to account for their observed shift in E . and ti min q 

values towards much richer mixture strengths. With flowing 

mixtures, however, it seems probable that transport processes 

witnin the flame zone are accelerated to an extent which outwei 

the effects of preferential diffusion rates. 	In the present work 

it was observed that as velocity increaseu from 0 to 20 m/s, the 

value of 0 corresponding to minimum ignition energy decreased 

froni 1.1 to 1.04. 	Moreover, a careful study of all published 

work on spnerically or cylindrically expanding flames revealed 

tnnt 	values of turbulent flume speed always occurred at 

1.04 (see, for example, Fig. 	Hcl'. and Fig.5, fief .9). 



fc.x. turoLuent :10winc; !ixturLn 	wo-la 	 1A,th 

quen‘:Idni, ui:;tu.nce 	ig iiLiL)n 	;..t Cali[ :aihimum valu.2:, 

idixt.dre st-rca4;ths corresponding to maximd; rla::.ke temperature. 

llowever, to ciurify tnis point,fLirther tests are pla.nned 

nigher nyurocarbon fuels, e.g. hexane, for which tile reported 

difference between the equivalence ratios corresponding to 

(a) maximum flame temperature and. (b) minimum ignition emery 

(stagnant mixtures) is much greater than for pronane. 

Velocity 

'rue adverse effect on E . of an increase in flow velocity 

is illustrated in :'i„;.5. 	This occurs mainly because the 3pari 

kernel, curing tne initial period of its developme%t, 'becomes 

more diluted with cold mixture, thus requiring more energy to 

compensate fur the 1055 of neat. 	however, velocity zdso tends 

to dispiace the spark in a downstream directio;4, thereby re,.:.dc 

the lob's of heat and active radicals to the electrodes. 	This 

effect is especially significant for an are discharge where most 

of tne energy lies in a positive colu—n wnich is distributed 

fairly symmetrically between the electrodes. 	however, wito 

61ow discharge most of tne energy, typically about 60 percent, 

is concentrated in the vicinity of the cathode. 	Therefore the 

saifting of the positive column away from the auenching action of 

tic Llectrodes is much more beneficial for an arc disc-har,je t;.an 

for 	glow dischar„;e. '4 his could exolain why thevalues 
min 

in the present study show a tower aependenee Lin velocity 

tnun the measure:r.ents of L;wett. 

'2Tac effects of pressure us quenc: n_ diE;Lance and ;:.i-limum 



iL;nitIon 4:ier6y aru snown in 	i 	u an" '; re:,pcctive_Ly 

various values of eidivaleacc ratio. 	Analy:.is of tnese and otr,er 

u:LLIL edtaihe( at different velocities 	leates 	a 

wile. i.i 'eonsiste;., with previously reported data on stanant 

mixtures anti ilaplies a second order reaction." 

The pressure exponents obtained for E . at various values 
min 

of equivalence ratio are shown in FiL;.6. 	In general, the effect 

of variation in equivalence ratio on n follows the same trenus 

reported for stagnant mixtures except that all values are lower. 

Fig.o also snows that while n = 2 for stagnant mixtures, the 

effect of velocity is to rapidly reduce n' to a value of 1.25 w.;;en 

fully developed flow is attained, beyond which the pressure 

exponent slowly declines with farther increase in velocity. 	The 

theoretical implications of this result are discussed below. 

Turbulence intensity 

Turbulence affects the ignition urocess 	several different 

way ,s. 	First, it promotes ignition by wriniciing and lacerating 

nu :11.1:ae front, thereby effectively increasin6 its surface area 

for ,Jro;iagation. 	Moreover, within the flame zone itself the 

transport of radicals and other active species is accelerated. 

however, at the swie time turbulence increases the loss of heat 

by diffusion to the surrouning unturned 6us. 	The experimental 

evidence obtained, as illustrated in 	) and 1C, snows that 

the latter effect 	overriding and that both quenchint; distance 

anu i,„nition energy increase with increase in tursulence 

Turb-lence scale 

In .,revio s 	 of -:..urbulence scale 

on i:nition ciacrt.:;y wz...s observe 	i 	Lecause scale was not 



varied over a sufficiently wiu4 range or because any change in 

scale was accompanied by a simultaneous chance in some other 

important flow parameter. 	In the present study, a number of 

experiments were specially designed in which wide variations 

in turbulence scale were created within the ignition zone, at 

constant values of mainstream velocity and turbulence intensity. 

In this way it was possible to study the separate effects on 

ignition energy of turbulence intensity and turbulence scale. 

The results obtained on turbulence scale for stoichiometric 

mixtures are presentee in Fig.11. This figure shows that at low 

values of u'/S,, E 	decreases with increase in scale. 	However, min 

as u'/S
L 
is raised, the dependence of 

''min 
on L changes in a 

complicated manner which is illustrated more clearly in Fig.12. 

This shows for both L and n the rate of change of minimum ignition 

energy with scale as a function of turbulence intensity. 	This 

:igure demonstrates the existence oZ transition regions at 

u'.-2 :4andu'= 14Sc isetweenthesevaluesErain increases with 

increase in scale; however, at lower and higher values of u', 

E
min 

diminishes with increase in scale. 	It is of interest to 

note that analysis of data on turbulent burning velocities" 

revealsatransitionregionaroundu corresponding to the 

peak value of d E /dL in Fic..U. 	It is clear therefore that 
min 

any proposed ignition theory must take into account the important 

effects of turbulence scale. 

,.rocess of spark igni Lion in a 2lawi1i6 

;:iixture 	vi:Jua::i:Le,.i as foliowu:- 	 „,,,o.:6.c of the spark 

create:; a cylinuricai volume of hot gas between the electrodes. 



A.; 	 L. eff,c:. (,f 

ext,:h6 this volam in a downstream 6..,reet,ieh, a:3 ilLutfatee. 

in 	 Uhdur favouruhle conaitinn, 	r;i.t(2 of heat 

Len..rn,Lion sy chea_z_ reaction aL 	1C4.n1i.:1 surface may 

exceed the rate of heat loss by turb4Lent diffusion. 	Ll.is 

na.pl::eas the uT5ark ncrrne: will coatiaue to expana ana a succez;sful 

1monition is assure„i. 	llowever, i for any reason the rate of 

heat release at the kernel surface 	less tnan the rate of 

heat _Loss, the teml:,erature within the keraul will continue to 

unLil the reuctioan cease altogether. 	Thus, us in 

previous theorize,. 1'2'12213  of critical importance is the size 

to which the spark kernel has drown by the time its temperatur:_ 

ha,-, fallen to the normzii flame temperature of the mixture. 

The criterion for successful ignition is that at this point 

tne rate of heat release in the reaction zone surrounuing the 

KLvrnel 4:;hould exceed the rate of 'neat loss from the 

volume. 	This model for the ignition process is similar to 

taut employed by ;h 	the essential di:ferehce bein. that 

whereas 4.;wett's theory contemplates heat generation throughout 

the entire spark volume, the preseLL theory is based on the 

ass'.,m,::,tion that thu neat release occurs entirely in the 213L:a 

froht itself. 

-4: 	e .L vL 	 : 

•Y+: 	 . 

In the propo.:e mo,Li for ihuitiest the aoove criterion is 

wn.:n LOO wiuLh O tau 	Lcracl is just ec:uu- to 

twice toe thicknes- uf trio flume ::one, 	 25, or 

.13. 	 uaz.is it A,J 	 to derive 

e:Lcz, regioh 	,acb-:e.4t flow, 	h,h; 

anu tne i-endlt may :e 	 foJ_lows: 



U= 0 	 dc 	2k/c .p._ 

0.45.he 

	

c 	c .p.S_ 

LI  L.. 	aid 

\ / 
U 	< 1.5 u 1)

L 	
071e "u' s 

	

C 	
2h  

c .p.6, 	 L) 	 j 

• \ 
11.'/E;, -2 	d   11 + C 	c .P 

• sr  L 
k 

r- 2k  u7S. 	
do 
- 

C .p. 
	 1 + 400iu1 .6

L 
 /6 L\"75  (u1 /S_ ' 	 ) 3751  3 	 ) 	

;  
J.)

L 	j 

In Eq.(2) the term Red  represents the additional loss of 
L 

heat from the spark kernel due to the effect of mainstrewa 

velocity under conditions of very low turbulence. 	In os.(3) 

an:.. (4) the terms Re, and (u'iti_) may be roGarded as representing 

res,Lctively the additional heat loss arising from (a) wrinkling 

ria:Ile front, and (b) increased mrou,;nnes" of the 

orly baule dirrrenct2 	 .5) 

Lnut L now appearJ 	de-omir:ator. 	This 

conL,itent with the results of the authors' work an the effects 

Lui-L;u-enee on burning velocity.11 	These snowed tnat, under 

of low turbulence inten—..y ilicrease in L raises Sm, 

7,resumably due to increased wrinkling of the flame front. 

i:owever, when the turbulence intensity is hi3n, increase in 

tnus to stretch the fl[uLe surface (vim t•he term u' .6'S L in L  

,.) 	reducina.  ito rou,;111.esL;. 

51 	co-starlt 
	

'T and 400 were chose r. 

-;[) 	 to t"e e.,:pori:4entia 
	

ic;nition 



energies were calculated by lre:erting a!)prooriute values of do  

and d , from Eqs.(.L to 5), into the followinG expression for 
Emin: 

li = J.c 
min 	1-4 

where V = kernel volume = u :R/4.d2 	b.t . 

Tne results of calculations of Efor a range of values of rain 

pressure, velocity, mixture strength, turbulence intensity and 

turbulence scale are plotted in Fig.lI aGainst actual measured 

values. 	in all calculations the values 
	

3, employed were 

obtained from the experimental data and dimensionless equations 

for S
T 
 /13, presented , in Befs.(14) and (11). 	The level of agree- 

ment snown is considered very satisfactory. 

CONCLU6iUNS 

1 	Experimental studies on the spark iGnition of propane/air 

mixtures usnG 'rectangular' arc discharges of optimum duration 

have demonstrated significantly lower than previously reported 

values of iGnition ener,2( for both staGnant and flowing mixtures. 

Earl er findinGs on the adverse effect of mainstream velocity 

en nnition are coefiriu 	i.L 1e s..u;e.,;Led that the main 

effect of velocity is ih promoting heat loss from the spark 

Aernel during the passage of the spark. Upon completion of the 

;ark tne kernel is raT;idly accelerated to the mainstream 

and fro tree on is subuct only to the fluctuating 

com,;onents of velocity. 

	

c:nition ene,.G eo 	le,:reot Ci V mixture 

strehgLns corresponainG 	 e temperature. 



3 

4 	ignition energies increase with re,.ucLion in pressure 

aceording to rcluLionsh 	
min 

ip E 	-n . 
ntagnant 

stoichiometric miAtures n 	but, with t,he onset of flow, 

n :allh rapidly, reaching a value of 1.2!) wnen fully 

developed. flow 	attained. 	Any de;Jarture from cv= 1 

towards' either riener or leaner mixtures causes further 

reduction in the value of n. 

5 	increase in turbulence intensity raises E . . min 

E .may increase or decrease with increase in turbulence 
min 

scale depending on the level of turbulence intensity. 

Transition regions are observed around u' = S and u' = 4
L 

in waich L . is sensibly independent of turbulence scale. 
min 

7 
	

Experimental data on clue ncning distance follow tLe same 

general trends as for minimum ignition energy. Thus it is 

found that quenching distance increases with increases in 

velocity and turbulence intensity, and with reduction in 

pressure. 

o 	Equations based on an idealized model of the ignition 

process, in conjunction with previously derived expressions 

for turbulent burning velocity, satisfactorily predict all the 

eeri:..ental data ottained on 4. 	, including the effects of ` 	 loin 

turbulence intensity aad scale, and also the reduction in 

21IiLiure exponent.. With increase in velocity. 



laminar burning velocity, cm/s. 

turulent burning velocity, cm/s. 

mainstream velocity, m/s or cm/s. 

u' 	= 	r.m.s. value of fluctuating velocity, cm/s. 

1.:4egral scale of turbulence in transverse direction, cm. 

Taylor microscule of turbulence, cm. 

Itolmogorofr scal.c of turbulence, cm. 

v = 

c = 
p 

,-, ., = 

i!.'_i' = 

tnermai conductivity, cul./cm.s. 
o
G. 

kinematic viscosity, cm2/s. 

0, 
specific heat, cal./gm. o. 

densit:/, gm/cc. 

O _., 
temperature rise &lac to combustion, C. 

minimwa ignition energy, mJ. 

laminar flame thickness, cm. 

trbulent flame tnickness, cm. 

thickness of spark kernel, cr . 

critical thickness of spark kernel, cm. 

a 	= 	quenching distance, cm. 

V 	= 	spark kernel volume, cc. 

0 	= 	equivalence ratio. 

(u'L/v) 

“ 	 tz: -.Vau.%(.21Lt. 

L. 	 "pz,fe. 
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It war not possible to include the following figures in the 

uriginal version of this paper (presented at the Fifteenth 

International Combustion Symposium, Tokyo) due to the limitation 

on space. 	The data presented in these figures is, however, 

generally correlated by the derived expressions for the minimum 

ie,nition energy. 

Cigures 3R, 4a, 5a, ba, 9a, 10a. 



Plate I: 	Low Pressure Ignition Rig. 
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